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At a certain café in the heart of Blue City... 

A sexy lady in red dress was sitting quietly in the corner. She was exceedingly charming, her eyes were 

bewitching and flirtatious. She was one of those women who have the natural seductive nature that 

could effortlessly seduce anyone with just one look. 

If one would compare her to Davi, Davi would still definitely win over her in terms of appearance, 

however this woman’s seductive charm was incomparable. 

That moment, people inside the café couldn’t resist to stare at her as if they were bewitched even 

though she never looked at them yet. Truth was that, Zuzuki Hinari was in her intense concentration. As 

though she was in the middle of cultivating her seductive spirits for her approaching mission. And her 

mission was to test her best friend’s man whether he was gay or not, real man or not. She also wanted 

to find out if the problem was because he actually has an erectile dysfunction. And the reason for this 

was, Hinari actually didn’t believe that a normal guy who could resist a goddess and attractive girl like 

Davi in his own bed for two months exist in this world. 

Today, I will definite find what is wrong with this man... 

... 

Minutes later, two people both wearing plain black baseball cap walked closer to her while another man 

just sat in the empty table on the other side. 

"Hinari... we finally meet again." Davi’s voice immediately rang out, causing her to snap from her deep 

thinking. Hinari then immediately stood and hugged her precious little wild bunny. 

"Ahh... yes my dear, we finally meet again. I miss you so much." Hinari’s voice just naturally sound 

beguiling as usual, causing Davi to unclasp her before she could even give her the greeting she prepared. 

Realizing Davi’s wariness, Hinari’s lips curved mischievously as she chuckles. Since high school, she 

always loved teasing the innocent Davi, suddenly giving her a peck in her cheek that never ceased to 

freaked the girl out to the point that she’ll just ran away from her in turbo speed. Ahh... this girl is still so 

cute even though she’s not the little teenage girl anymore... 

"Ah, Hinari... This is Sei, my husband," Davi talked and Hinari’s gaze immediately shifted to the man 

behind her. And the moment she looked at him, with just one look to this gorgeous man, Hinari almost 

lost her as high as mouth Everest composure and confidence. 

Due to her being a former favored child and heir of a large corporation status, Hinari had the chance to 

meet all sort of high rank individuals ever since she was a child. She grew observing different kind of 

individuals that she now could tell how those people who had the whole country at their feet look and 

feel like just in one glance. She knew that those people just had those vigorous eyes and inexplicable 

aura around them that was completely different from normal being. 

And this man in front of her was definitely one of those people. No, she was sure he was far more than 

those she met before. As she looked at him, she couldn’t help but thought that if those people she met 

felt like they had the whole country in their feet, this man just terrifyingly felt like the whole world was 



in his hand. And she was aware that this kind of aura was not something that could ever be faked, rather 

it was like a natural instinct the greats were born with. 

Furthermore, by the time she stared at those almost unreal pair of eyes, she almost wanted to just sit 

back and forget about the plan she just prepared. Hinari was confident with her skill, she was even 

among the so called professional expert in reading men’s inner thoughts through their eyes. She loves 

reading men’s thought and manipulate them for her own good, and she never once failed before. 

However, the eyes of this man in front of her were ethereal and unbelievably unfathomable. She felt as 

though she was just staring at a pair of lifeless frozen diamonds that even if she will spend a thousand 

years examining it, she will surely find nothing. 

Ha... ha... ha... is this person actually human? How could a person like this exist in this world? 

 


